ABSTRACT Industrial wireless networks (IWNs) are characteristically different from traditional wireless systems due to harsh radio frequency (RF) environments and applications that impose high real-time and reliability constraints. One of the promising technologies for enabling IWNs is the cognitive radio. This paper designs a novel subcarrier modulation-based cooperative spectrum sensing (SMCSS) scheme for cognitive industrial wireless networks (CIWNs). Based on the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing physical layer, the local decisions are sent to the fusion center orthogonally in the frequency domain via physical layer signaling with binary amplitude shift keying symbols, which significantly reduces the reporting delay of the SMCSS. Furthermore, a two-level decision fusion method is proposed to cope with the harsh control channel that suffers from strong Gaussian noise and Rayleigh fading. Sensing parameters of the two-level decision fusion are optimized for minimizing the total sensing error rate of CIWNs. Finally, a reputation updating mechanism is combined with the SMCSS to improve its robustness against unreliable subcarriers due to RF hostile industrial environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Owing to an easy and cost-efficient installation and maintenance, wireless technologies become quite attractive for industrial communications [1] - [3] . International standards on Industrial Wireless Networks (IWNs) such as WirelessHart, ISA 100.11a and WIA-PA [4] , [5] have been proposed so far for wireless communication in process automation applications, such as device monitoring and maintenance in chemical plants and oil industry. As for factory automation, wireless technologies are also appealing in general wire replacements, robot end effectors, track mounted equipment, rotary equipment, mobile assets and so on. However, all the above industrial applications impose strict communication requirements in terms of reliability and real-time [6] , [7] . On the other hand, in industrial environments, the machinery obstacles, metallic frictions, engine vibrations, equipment noise as well as the humidity and temperature fluctuations are all hostile to the radio propagation and adversely affect the reliability of wireless transmissions [8] - [11] . Furthermore, with the growing proliferation of wireless technologies (e.g., IEEE 802.11 WLANs, Bluetooth/IEEE 802.15.1 WPANs, and IEEE 802.15.4 WPANs), the 2.4 GHz Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band is getting overcrowded and the spectrum congestion problem is becoming more critical for IWNs than ever before. To sum up, it is quite challenging to maintain a given strict industrial Quality of Service (QoS) in Radio Frequency (RF) hostile industrial environments.
One promising solution is to exploit the high quality licensed spectrum (e.g., cellular licensed band) via Cognitive Radios (CRs) to circumvent the coexisting interference over the 2.4 GHz ISM band [12] , [13] . As a smart combination of CR and IWNs, Cognitive Industrial Wireless Network (CIWN) is proposed as a paradigm that utilizes CR techniques to improve the performance of IWNs [14] , [15] . As spectrum sensing functions have been frequently considered as important components in existing CR approaches [16] , [17] , this paper studies the spectrum sensing scheme for CIWNs.
Different from other wireless networks, the distinctive characteristics of CIWNs pose new and challenging issues. The RF environment of CIWNs causes severe interference and deep fading to the spectrum sensing process, which makes the sensing results unreliable and further degrades the transmission reliability of CIWNs. Moreover, the spectrum sensing process has to be completed in a short period, in order to guarantee the real-time transmission. Finally, low cost capability-constrained sensor nodes are employed in CIWNs, which prohibits the use of advanced spectrum sensing schemes.
Aiming for the high sensing accuracy in spite of errorprone wireless channels, hidden terminals, and obstacles, etc., Cooperative Spectrum Sensing (CSS) is extensively adopted in cognitive radio networks. CSS exploits a parallel fusion sensing architecture in which independent Secondary Users (SUs) transmit their local decisions to a fusion center in different time slots based on a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) scheme [18] - [22] or a random access scheme [23] , [24] , due to the extremely limited bandwidth of the common control channel. 1 The fusion center then makes a final decision regarding the presence or absence of Primary Users (PUs). The cooperative gain in spectrum sensing performance has been extensively demonstrated in existing works [18] - [37] . The drawback of conventional CSS schemes is the large reporting delay (especially when the network scales) which compromises the cooperation gain dramatically. This issue can be addressed by allowing SUs to transmit their local decisions concurrently in the same time slot to the fusion center via Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA). However, CDMA complicates the design of transceivers when separating the decisions from different SUs, which is impractical in CIWNs.
Motivated by recent works leveraging Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation to resolve channel contention of IEEE 802.11 MAC in the frequency domain [38] - [41] , this paper proposes a novel Subcarrier Modulation-based Cooperative Spectrum Sensing (SMCSS) scheme, in which each SU sends one Binary Amplitude Shift Keying (BASK) symbol carrying its local decision (BASK modulates local decisions ''1'' and ''0'' using on-off keying) over the allocated subcarriers and the fusion center then could easily demodulate BASK symbols over all allocated subcarriers. In contrast to conventional CSS schemes, the proposed SMCSS scheme allows the fusion center to collect multiple local decisions in one reporting time unit. The orthogonal transmission of local decisions in frequency domain is called Frequency Domain Reporting (FDR). Once obtaining the detection results for all subcarriers, the fusion center first recovers the local decision of each SU by counting the number of its subcarriers reporting ''1'' (user level fusion) and then makes the global decision by counting the number of users reporting ''1'' (network level fusion). This is the so called two-level decision fusion which together with the FDR constitutes the core spirit of SMCSS. As a result, the reporting errors over the common control channel, due to RF hostile industrial environments, can be decreased and the sensing performance is thus improved. Subsequently, the proposed SMCSS is further extended to handle with the case in which a small number of subcarriers are unreliable (in the sense of discrepancy between local reports and real status of the sensed channel) due to RF hostile industrial environments. More specifically, SMCSS targets the unreliable subcarriers by a reputation updating mechanism and then allocates SUs backup subcarriers instead of those with low reputations in order to maintain the high sensing performance.
The contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows. (1) This paper proposes a novel SMCSS scheme which moves the cooperation of SUs from time domain to frequency domain. Owing to the FDR method, the reporting time of local decisions is significantly reduced. (2) This paper for the first time proposes a two-level decision fusion method and establishes an optimization framework targeting total sensing error rate on the sensing parameters. (3) This paper proposes a generalized SMCSS that is robust against unreliable subcarriers by combining the reputation updating mechanism with the SMCSS.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work. In Section III, the preliminary of conventional hard decision-based CSS schemes is briefly introduced. In Section IV, the core spirit of SMCSS (i.e., FDR and two-level decision fusion) is particularly illustrated. Section V optimizes sensing parameters of the twolevel decision fusion for minimizing the total sensing error rate. Section VI combines the reputation mechanism with the SMCSS to combat RF hostile industrial environments. Section VII performs simulations to verify the effectiveness of this work. Conclusions are drawn in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
In the context of CSS schemes, Zhang et al. [18] derived the optimal voting rule and energy detection threshold for minimizing the total sensing error rate, and the least number of CRs fulfilling the targeted error rate constraints under hard decision. Yu et al. [19] optimized the CSS with sensing user selection to maximize the average throughput. Zou et al. [20] presented a cooperative sequential detection scheme to reduce the average sensing time that is required to reach a detection decision. Luo et al. [21] proposed a two-stage sensing method that comprises preliminary coarse resolution sensing and fine resolution sensing. The two-stage VOLUME 4, 2016 method provides significantly faster idle channel detection than the conventional single-stage random searching. Shu and Li [22] studied the sequential channel sensing and probing problem for resource-constrained CR and searched for good transmission opportunities in real time. Li et al. [23] studied the collaborative quickest spectrum sensing without an explicit coordination for the information exchange. Noh et al. [24] proposed a random access-based reporting order control scheme for cooperative sensing. By controlling the reporting order of local statistics, the global statistic at the fusion center accumulates faster than the case without order control. Apart from the fundamental aspects of CSS, there are also many other branches of the CSS research, such as multi-band sensing [25] - [27] , energy-aware sensing [28] - [32] , malicious user detection [33] - [35] and so on. More related works can be found in the recent CSS surveys [36] , [37] .
Different from conventional CSS schemes [18] - [37] , the proposed SMCSS scheme adopts the FDR method to accelerate the reporting process of the CSS in CIWNs and the twolevel decision fusion method to cope with the harsh control channel.
On the other hand, aiming to improve the efficiency of IEEE 802.11 MAC, recent works [38] - [41] took advantage of OFDM subcarrier modulation to reduce the communication overhead of coordinating multiple stations. Feng et al. [38] extended the use of OFDM subcarriers to reduce all three overheads (including DIFS, random backoff and ACK) in IEEE 802.11 DCF. Sen et al. [39] reduced the backoff overhead by counting contention using subcarriers. Fang et al. [40] presented a new cross-layer design that enables fine-grained sub-channel random access based on OFDM, by employing frequency-domain contention that uses physical-layer RTS/CTS signaling and frequency domain backoff to efficiently coordinate sub-channel access. Wang et al. [41] moved the cooperative sensing and multi-channel contention in cognitive radio ad hoc networks (CRAHNs) from time domain to frequency domain by OFDM subcarrier modulation, which significantly reduces the control overhead caused by cooperation and contention.
Compared with works [38] - [40] , both Wang et al. [41] 
III. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND ON COOPERATIVE SPECTRUM SENSING
Consider a single-hop and centralized CIWN with M SUs, one fusion center, one common control channel in the 2.4 GHz ISM band, and one licensed channel (e.g., a cellular licensed band) with bandwidth W Hz. SUs in the CIWN correspond to the monitoring sensors which are usually installed on the static industrial plant. The time is divided into frames and all nodes are synchronized with the fusion center. 2 Each frame is designed with the periodic spectrum sensing. Fig. 1 shows that the frame structure consists of three phases: a sensing phase, a reporting phase, and a transmission phase. In the sensing phase, all cooperative SUs perform spectrum sensing by energy detection locally. In the reporting phase, the local decision at each SU is sequentially reported to the fusion center. Then, the fusion center makes the global decision over received local decisions according to an optimized CSS fusion rule and broadcasts the global decision over the control channel at the end of the reporting phase. The time for decision fusion and broadcast at the fusion center is fixed and we set the time as one reporting time unit for simplicity in the following analysis. In the transmission phase, the data packets of SUs are scheduled by a TDMA MAC if the PU is detected absent by the end of the reporting phase.
Let τ s and τ t denote the length of the sensing phase and the transmission phase, respectively, and let τ denote the length of one time unit in the reporting phase. Then one frame length is given by T = τ s + (M + 1)τ + τ t . The status of PUs, i.e., absent or present on the licensed channel, remains unchanged within one time frame. Without loss of generality, the time index is dropped for notational convenience. Let M := {1, . . . , M } denote the set of SUs. During the sensing phase in Fig. 1 , the local spectrum sensing problem at each SU, say i (i ∈ M ), can be formulated as a binary hypothesis testing between the following two hypotheses:
where H 0 and H 1 denote the PU is absent and present on the licensed channel, respectively. N i denotes the number of samples of SU i. y i (n) represents the received signal at SU i. u i (n) is an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The primary signal s(n) is independent of u i (n). For spectrum sensing, SU i then uses the power content in received samples as the test statistic for energy detector
As soft decision requires each SU to report its local test statistic (2) to the fusion center, soft decision-based CSS schemes need a control channel with large bandwidth, which is generally impractical for CIWNs. Different from soft decision, in hard decision the SUs only feed their binary decision results back to the fusion center. The proposed SMCSS scheme thus exploits the hard decision. In hard decisionbased CSS schemes, the local binary decision µ i for SU i is made as follows:
where ε i denotes the local detection threshold of SU i. At the fusion center, the overall test statistic for spectrum sensing with hard decision is calculated as
The fusion rule adopted by fusion center is commonly termed as the ''K -out-of-M '' rule, where the final decision
, K out of M cooperative SUs report the presence of the PU [18] ).
IV. SUBCARRIER MODULATION-BASED COOPERATIVE SPECTRUM SENSING
It is shown that for computing T all h (y) in (4), the fusion center has to collect the local reports sequentially, thus leading to a large reporting delay. For industrial networking, this paper combines the OFDM subcarrier modulation with conventional CSS schemes to reduce the reporting delay and further proposes a two-level decision fusion method to cope with the harsh control channel. 
A. OVERALL OF SMCSS SCHEME
Apart from the network model introduced in Section III, SMCSS adopts OFDM as the physical layer. As shown in Fig. 2 , the control channel is divided into 2S overlapping subcarriers. In order to eliminate the interference from adjacent overlapping subcarriers, SMCSS only uses even subcarriers 3 to identify SUs. For simplicity, the even subcarriers are labeled from 1 to S. Let S denote the set of even subcarriers of the control channel, i.e., S := {1, 2, . . . , S}. The transmission reliability of IWNs highly depends on the sensing accuracy. Therefore, in industrial applications people have to ''waste'' resources to guarantee the sensing accuracy for high reliability. As the fusion center decodes the binary busy/idle decision by energy detection which is sensitive to noise, we propose to allocate each SU multiple subcarriers to improve the sensing accuracy via frequency diversity. Each SU is allocated N (N ≥ 1) different subcarriers and N is obviously subject to the following constraint
Obviously, the number of SUs cannot be larger than the number of available subcarriers, i.e., M ≤ S. Let S i :=
In order to uniquely identify SUs with subcarrier sets, the disjoint condition is required to be fulfilled by the subcarrier allocation
In this paper we do not aim to select one subcarrier allocation result from all feasible subcarrier allocation results defined by constraints (5)- (7) . Instead, we propose a heuristic rule aiming for the large frequency diversity to simplify the subcarrier allocation. Specifically, the subcarriers in S i are evenly separated, i.e., s i,j (j = 1, . . . , N ) corresponds to the i + jM th subcarrier of S. The subcarriers allocation was centrally performed at the fusion center and broadcast to the SUs before the CSS process. Due to the heuristic nature, the subcarrier allocation scheme is very time efficient and does not require high complexity processing at the fusion center. We believe that the basic rules of subcarrier allocation given by (5)- (7) can avoid the mutual interference among SUs.
The proposed SMCSS scheme is illustrated in Fig. 3(a) . It is clearly shown that the only difference between SMCSS and conventional CSS schemes lies in the reporting phase. The reporting phase of SMCSS consists of two steps. The first step termed Frequency Domain Reporting (FDR) occurs at the SUs side. Each SU signals the fusion center its local decision via BASK symbols over allocated subcarriers. As the BASK symbols of different SUs are transmitted concurrently in the time domain, FDR takes only one reporting time unit, whereas conventional CSS schemes need M reporting time units. The second step of the reporting phase, i.e., the two-level decision fusion, happens at the fusion center side. The fusion center first finds every active subcarrier by energy detection and makes the local decision for each SU based on the ''K -out-of-M '' rule. This is called the user level fusion. Then the fusion center performs hard decision rule as (4), which is also termed the network level fusion in this paper.
The above discussion tells that SMCSS has no special requirements on the system hardware except for the OFDM physical layer. Because of the underlying sensing and spectrum shaping capabilities of OFDM [42] , together with its flexibility and adaptivity, typical CRN standards IEEE 802.22 [43] and IEEE 802.11af [44] are all OFDMbased standards. To sum up, SMCSS can be incorporated in current CRN standards.
An example of FDR and the two-level decision fusion is shown in Fig. 3(b) . Fusion parameters are set as S = 128 and N = 8 in Fig. 3(b) . In other words, at most 16 SUs can jointly detect the licensed channel, each SU assigned 8 subcarriers. For example, the subcarrier sets of SUs 1, 2, and 16, are described as S 1 = {1, 17, 33, . . . , 113}, S 2 = {2, 18, 34, . . . , 114}, and S 3 = {16, 32, 48, . . . , 128}, which correspond to the red, the blue and the green subcarrier set, respectively.
B. SUBCARRIER DETECTION
Subcarrier detection is the prerequisite of the two-level decision fusion. As the control channel lies in the 2.4 GHz ISM band, the reporting process of SMCSS experiences the RF hostile industrial environment. This together with the imperfectness in local decision (1) heavily deteriorates the sensing performance of subcarrier detection. In order to put emphasis on the robustness of SMCSS against the poor control channel, the parameter optimization of local decisions that has been extensively studied in literature [16] - [19] , [25] - [28] is out of the scope of this paper. For convenience, all local decisions are assumed to have the same false alarm probabilityp f and detection probabilityp d .
The rest of this section will evaluate the performance of the subcarrier detection by deriving its false alarm and detection probabilities. For a given instantaneous Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) γ i , the Bit Error Probability (BER) of BASK over the i th AWGN subcarrier is given by
where Q(x) denotes the tail function of Gaussian distribution. Then the average BER of the i th subcarrier in the case of Rayleigh fading control channel 4 is given by [45] 
where f (i) (x) is the probability distribution function of γ i over the Rayleigh fading channel which follows exponential distribution with the mean valueγ i . Because of the small bandwidth of control channel, it is reasonable to assume that all local decisions experience independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) AWGN and i.i.d. Rayleigh fading (i.e.,γ i =γ ). Consequently,p
is independent of i and in the following it is denoted asp e .
Given H 0 , the local decision will be recovered as 1 at the fusion center in two cases: (1) H 1 is transmitted and correctly decoded as H 1 ; (2) H 0 is transmitted and incorrectly decoded as H 1 due to the channel error. Therefore, the false alarm probability of subcarrier detection is given by
Similarly, given H 1 , the detection probability of subcarrier detection is given by
In the special case whenp e = 0, the subcarrier detection performance will be the same as that of local detections.
When the common control channel in the 2.4 GHz ISM band becomes noisier or suffers deeper fading, i.e.,γ decreases,p e in (9) increases. Asp f < (which represents the case for most CR scenarios), p f grows linearly withp e , whereas p d decreases linearly withp e . From (9)-(11), both p f and p d are uniquely determined byγ . Section VII-A will trace the sensing performances (i.e., total 4 Industrial environments with lots of metal structure can exhibit very strong multipath propagation [8] , [9] . The effect of multipath includes destructive interference that in turn causes fast fading. Where the magnitudes of the signals arriving by the various paths have a distribution known as the Rayleigh distribution, this is known as Rayleigh fading. This work still holds except for a more complicated expression ofp (i) e in comparison to (9) if other fading channel models (e.g., Rice and Nakagami) are assumed.
sensing error rate and average throughput) of SMCSS under differentγ s.
Remark 1: Apart from Gaussian noise and fast fading, non-Gaussian interference (e.g., impulse noise) and shadowing may also lead the incorrect subcarrier detection. However, it is hardly possible to theoretically analyze the negative effects of industrial environment as we did in this subsection. Instead, this paper will present a generalized SMCSS scheme in Section VI by combining the subcarrier reputation mechanism with the SMCSS scheme to combat the RF hostile industrial environment.
C. TWO-LEVEL DECISION FUSION
Despite of its simplicity in modulation and demodulation, BASK is sensitive to noise, distortions, propagation conditions over the control channel. Two-level decision fusion is thus proposed to combat the imperfection in subcarrier detection. Let P f and P d denote the false alarm probability and the detection probability of SMCSS, respectively. P f and P d are given by
and
Let I(s i,j ) denote the indicator function of s i,j (s i,j ∈ S). I(s i,j ) = 1 if subcarrier s i,j is detected active and 0 otherwise. Then, the false alarm probability of the user level fusion for SU i is given by
where K s denotes the threshold for the user level fusion. Obviously, P
f is independent of i and denoted as P s f . The network level fusion at the fusion center straightforwardly follows the hard decision rule of conventional CSS scheme, and its false alarm probability is given by
Similar to (14) and (15), the detection probabilities of the user level fusion for each SU and the network level fusion over all SUs are given by
It follows straightforwardly from (14) to (17) that the sensing performance of the proposed SMCSS scheme depends on both fusion parameters (K and K s ) and subcarrier allocation parameter N . Section V will focus on the optimization of parameters (K , K s , N ) to minimize the total sensing error rate.
V. TOTAL SENSING ERROR RATE OPTIMIZATION
The total sensing error rate R(K , K s , N ) is defined as the weighted sum of false alarm probability P f ( (K , K s , N ) ) and miss detection probability 1 − P d ((K , K s , N ) ), i.e.,
where P(H i ) (i = 0, 1) denotes the probability of H i . Both P(H 0 ) and P(H 1 ) are assumed perfectly known to the fusion center. Obviously, lower value of total sensing error rate implies lower miss detection probability and lower false alarm probability, with each probability symbolizing higher reliability and lower delay of data transmission, respectively.
Then the sensing optimization problem for minimizing total sensing error rate is given by
where x denotes the floor function of x. It is obvious that in problem (18) K is separable from K s and N . Therefore, problem (18) can be decoupled into two sub-problems that are solved sequentially without loss of optimality.
A. OPTIMAL USER-LEVEL FUSION
Lemma 1: Given (K s , N ) fulfilling (18c) and (18d), the optimal user-level fusion rule K for the SMCSS scheme that minimizes R(K , K s , N ) is given by
where x denotes the ceiling function of x. Proof: Similar to [18] , the difference of R(K , K s , N ) with respect to K is calculated as follow
and the optimal K is obtained by solving
Taking the natural logarithm on both sides of (21) and considering (18b) conlcude (19) and (20). This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
B. OPTIMAL SUBCARRIER-LEVEL FUSION AND SUBCARRIER ALLOCATION
Based on Lemma 1, problem (18) reduces to the following problem
s.t. (18c) and (18d). (22)
No closed-form solutions for K s and N are available for problem (22) , and an exhaustive search over all possible (K s , N ) pairs is required. However, since integer N ranges from 1 to S M and K s is upper bounded by N , it is not computationally expensive to perform exhaustive search for an optimal (K s , N ).
The exhaustive search is formulated as follows:
Note that the uniqueness of (K * s , N * ) is not guaranteed. That is why ''∈ * '' is used instead of ''='' in (23) . The use of ''∈ * '' defines two rules to choose one optimal (K s , N ) from multiple optimal solutions.
(1) In the case of multiple optimal solutions, the one with the smallest N is preferable, since more subcarriers could be saved for other uses in CIWNs.
(2) In the case of multiple optimal solutions sharing the common smallest N , one of them is arbitrarily chosen.
The exhaustive search for (K * s , N * ) together with Lemma 1 for K * constitutes the solution algorithm to problem (18) . Obviously, the complexity of the solution algorithm is determined by the two-dimensional extensive search in (23) 
VI. GENERALIZED SMCSS SCHEME
In order to avoid the IEEE 802.11 WLAN and the Microwave interferences to the FDR phase of SMCSS, one of the two frequency bands (i.e., channels 15 and 20 defined in IEEE 802.15.4) unoccupied by default IEEE 802.11 WLANs (North American channel selection) and Microwave ovens (some branches of industry using Microwave occupies channels 25 and 26) is selected as the control channel of SMCSS. However, there are still two major negative factors (i.e., impulsive noise and shadowing) that need to be solved by the FDR phase of SMCSS. First of all, it is reported in [9] and [10] that the electromagnetic interference in industrial environments including electrical engines, welding process, power/frequency converters, charging devices and other coexisting wireless networks (e.g., the WLAN administrator could also use non-overlapping channels with channels 15 and 20, but it is not a common practice) typically is not Gaussian distributed but rather impulsive. As a result, the local decision over the strongly interfered subcarriers will be recovered as 1 no matter H 0 or H 1 is transmitted, which is similar to the case where malicious SUs always report ''yes'' in CSS process. Furthermore, because of the frequently moving objects (e.g., vehicles and people) in industrial environments, shadowing is an another common phenomenon and it results link outage [11] . In this case, the local decision over the subcarriers suffering link outage will be recovered as 0 no matter H 0 or H 1 is transmitted, which is similar to the case where malicious SUs always report ''no'' in CSS process.
This paper combines the use of the reputation updating mechanism with SMCSS. Specifically, the fusion center starts at a training phase with the length of G frames, after which the unreliable subcarriers are targeted and replaced by the backup subcarriers. The training phase architecture of the generalized SMCSS is shown in Fig. 4 . Different from Fig. 3(a), Fig. 4 appends the transmission phase one short period for updating the reputation values of subcarriers. The rest of this section will give out the working-flow of the training phase. Each subcarrier is given a common initial reputation r. At the end of each transmission phase, the fusion center updates the reputation for each subcarrier according to the correctness of its local decision. Let r i (t) denote the reputation of subcarrier i (i ∈ M) after the t(t ≤ G) th frame. The reputation r i (t) is updated as follows:
where the indicator (t) = 1 if the licensed channel is clear during the tth frame (the transmission phase is successful) and 0 otherwise. Apparently, r i (t) increases (decreases) by 1 when the local decision is correct (incorrect). At the end of the training phase, the fusion center ranks the subcarriers according to their reputations in a descending order. In order to maintain the high sensing performance, the remaining unallocated subcarriers of the control channel are used as backup subcarriers. Let B denote the set of backup subcarriers. From (23), the set B includes S − MN * backup subcarriers. Then, the last S − MN * low reputed subcarriers are replaced by backup subcarriers. The replaced unreliable subcarriers are put in B and will be recycled for future use if the RF hostility does not appear on B during the given time interval G. Last but not the least, despite of the similarity between the unreliable subcarriers detection in G-SMCSS and the malicious SUs detection [34] , there is a fundamental difference between these two research branches. Specifically, the impulse noise and the shadowing in industrial environments are temporary (e.g., periodic), while malicious SUs are always bad. To address this issue, this paper proposes to start a training phase everyĜ (Ĝ > G) frames and to set each trained subcarrier a common reputation at the beginning of the training phase.
VII. SIMULATION
This section performs simulations to demonstrate the efficiency of this work. The simulation code is developed by Matlab. Similar to [16] , [18] , the system setup is compatible with the typical CR scenarios. Please see Table 1 for details. A. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON Fig. 5(a) compares the proposed SMCSS with the optimal ''K -out-of-M '' fusion [18] in terms of the total sensing error rate, whereγ varies from −20dB to 0dB. It is clearly shown that the two-level fusion significantly reduces the total sensing error rate of ''K -out-of-M '' even in the logarithm scale and the improvement in the total sensing error rate noticeably enlarges asγ grows. The largest reduction in the total sensing error rate happening whenγ = 0dB is up to one order of magnitude. Fig. 5(a) also indicates that the total sensing error rate of ''K -out-of-M '' fusion could be further reduced by involving fewer SUs in the CSS. However, the total sensing error rate of SMCSS is not monotonic in M , which highlights the necessity of the exhaustive search in SMCSS. [19] - [25] (in which the reporting delay during the reporting phase of conventional CSS grows linearly with M and the ''K -out-of-M '' fusion is adopted by the fusion center) in terms of network throughput, where M = 10, 15 and 20. For notational convenience, the maximum average throughputs of SMCSS and conventional CSS schemes are denoted as T SMCSS and T conv , respectively, which are given by
where η denotes the pre-specified detection level that is less than 1, (K * , K * s , N * ) andK * denote the optimal solution to problem (18) and the optimal ''K -out-of-M '' rule to conventional CSS schemes, respectively.
In Fig. 5(b) , it is evident that for a given η = 0.5, the two-level fusion noticeably outperforms the conventional CSS schemes (denoted as Convent. CSS) in throughput and the throughput gain of SMCSS is especially obvious in the case of lowγ which represents the most of CR scenarios. Moreover, the conventional CSS schemes degrade as M increases, which means that the cost of large reporting time dominates the performance gain owing to cooperation diversity. Conversely, SMCSS generally benefits from the cooperation diversity without spending long time in reporting local decisions and thus outweighes the exiting conventional CSS schemes. (26), which present two factors leading the large throughput difference. One is the false alarm probability. It is partially verified in Fig. 5(a) that SMCSS noticeably outperforms conventional CSS schemes in terms of the total sensing error rate. The other is the reporting delay. Owing to the FDR technique, SMCSS has a much shorter delay than conventional CSS schemes, by using the same amount of spectrum. As we have shown in (25)- (26), the reporting delay of SMCSS is τ , while the reporting delay of Conventional CSS schemes is M τ .
B. ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS
Section VII-A demonstrated the advantages of the SMCSS over conventional CSS schemes, in terms of sensing accuracy and spectrum efficiency. This subsection will test the robustness of the G-SMCSS against the simulated industrial environment in which impulse noise, shadowing, and fast fading (multipath effect) are all considered. Both critical and inherent attributes of industrial wireless networks are considered in simulations. The performance metrics considered in this paper are as follows:
1. Packet delivery ratio (PDR): It determines the ratio of the actual packets delivered over the licensed channel to the packets sent by the sender. Higher value of PDR symbolizes higher reliability of data transmission.
2. Average packet delay (APD): It determines the ratio of the simulation duration to the number of delivered packets. The lower the value of APD, the higher is the spectrum efficiency (or throughput).
3. Worst packet delay (WPD): It determines the largest delay between two consecutive delivered packets. The lower the value of WPD, the better is the real-time performance.
The observation duration of the simulation is set 10 4 frames. In order to demonstrate the robustness of G-SMCSS against unreliable subcarriers, the unreliable subcarriers in simulations are randomly chosen and updated every 100 frames. Furthermore, let q denote the proportion of unreliable subcarrier and we verify the efficiency of G-SMCSS under different qs. Following the optimal fusion parameters for M = 10 andγ = −5dB, we set (K , K s , N ) = (5, 7, 12) in the following simulation. From Fig. 5(a) , we know that the resulting total sensing error rate R(K , K s , N ) is about 0.1047 (10 −0.98 ) and the corresponding detection probability P d (K , K s , N ) is around 0.9191. As the lower bound of detection probability is typically set as 0.9 in most CR scenarios, G-SMCSS fulfils the PU protection constraint. The impulse noise and the shadowing in the simulation are set so strong that the subcarrier detection of unreliable subcarriers will always be incorrect. Specifically, false alarm will occur over subcarriers suffering impulse noise when PUs are absent and miss detection will occur over subcarriers suffering link outage (due to shadowing) when PUs are present. Therefore, the performance metrics shown in the following figures are in fact worse than the real ones. Fig. 6(a) clearly shows that G-SMCSS outperforms SMCSS in terms of PDR. Because of the employed reputation updating mechanism, G-SMCSS guarantees the high PDR (around 98.5%) even if 10% (q = 0.1) of the subcarriers are unreliable. Fig. 6(b) shows the comparison between G-SMCSS and SMCSS in terms of APD, in which again G-SMCSS significantly outperforms SMCSS. It is also shown that the APD of G-SMCSS is around 1.25T when q = 0.1. In other words, it statistically takes 1.25 frames to accomplish one successful transmission. Fig. 6(c) shows that although G-SMCSS and SMCSS share the same WPD 6T during the simulation, SMCSS arrives its WPD earlier than G-SMCSS, which implies that G-SMCSS has better resistance to the hostile environment than SMCSS. As the FDR phase of SMCSS takes only one reporting time unit, the duration of one frame in G-SMCSS can be set very short, e.g., T = 100ms [43] . At this moment, the APD and the WPD of G-SMCSS are given by 0.125s and 0.6s, respectively. Comparison results are generated based on the method of batch means with 100 simulation runs (with each run lasting for 10 4 frames) for the confidence level of 95%. It is evident that all performance metrics of both SMCSS and G-SMCSS degrade as q increases, while G-SMCSS is much less sensitive with respect to q than SMCSS. The obvious advantages of G-SMCSS over SMCSS in Fig. 7 stem from the fact that the reputation updating based replacement of unreliable subcarriers maintains low total sensing error rate, which in turn implies low miss detection probability and false alarm probability, and furthermore, low miss detection probability and low false alarm probability yield high PDR and low packet delay (APD and WPD), respectively. However, due to the lack of backup subcarriers, the G-SMCSS scheme cannot efficiently correct the wrong decision when q becomes large. For example, when q > 0.3, the PDR of G-SMCSS drops below 90% as shown in Fig. 7(a) , and both APD and WPD of G-SMCSS dramatically increase as shown in Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(c) . In this case, G-SMCSS can be adopted by industrial monitoring or open-loop control applications with moderate industrial-QoS constraints (e.g., 90% of reliability, second(s) of delay) only when q ≤ 0.3.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a novel SMCSS scheme for CIWNs. SMCSS takes advantage of the subcarrier modulation-based FDR method to reduce the reporting delay of CSS. Further, a two-level decision fusion method whose sensing parameters are optimized for the total sensing error rate is for the first time proposed to cope with the fading control channel. In addition, a G-SMCSS is proposed to deal with the case of unreliable subcarriers due to RF hostile industrial environments by applying a reputation updating mechanism to every subcarrier. Extensive simulations have shown that a great improvement in the total sensing error rate and average throughput is achieved by SMCSS. Further, the robustness of the G-SMCSS against RF hostile industrial environments is also verified in simulations.
We list the extension of this work to the case of inaccurate P(H 0 ) and P(H 1 ) as a future work. The implementation of this work on real IWN platforms is another work to be accomplished in the near future. 
